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Abstract

We report the fabrication and the characterization of carbon fibre tips for use in combined scanning tunnelling and force microscopy based on piezoelectric quartz tuning fork force sensors. We find that the use of carbon fibre tips results in a minimum impact on the dynamics of quartz tuning fork force sensors, yielding a high quality factor and, consequently, a high force gradient sensitivity. This high force sensitivity, in combination with high electrical conductivity and oxidation resistance of carbon fibre tips, make them very convenient for combined and simultaneous scanning tunnelling microscopy and atomic force microscopy measurements. Interestingly, these tips are quite robust against occasionally occurring tip crashes. An electrochemical fabrication procedure to etch the tips is presented that produces a sub-100-nm apex radius in a reproducible way which can yield high resolution images.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The techniques of scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [1] and atomic force microscopy (AFM) [2] have proven to be extremely useful tools in the exploration of the properties of matter at the nanoscale. Both techniques make use of sharp tips to probe properties at the atomic scale, with reliability, resolution and stability strongly dependent on the tip’s physical and chemical properties. With these factors in mind, experimental efforts to improve the quality of the fabricated tips [3–5] and to develop tips based on new materials [6–8] have been motivated by the desire to gain improvement over previous methods. Recently, combined STM/AFM microscopes based on quartz tuning fork force sensors (tuning fork combined STM/AFMs hereafter) have been developed [9, 10]. These sensors are fabricated by attaching a tip to one prong of a miniaturized quartz tuning fork. Tuning fork force sensors are stiffer than conventional microfabricated cantilevers, preventing the tip jumping to contact at very small tip to sample distances even with small, or zero, oscillation amplitudes [11, 12]. This fact makes tuning fork force sensors capable of simultaneously obtaining force and tunnelling current maps and hence being more convenient for combined STM/AFMs than conventional cantilevers. Moreover, tuning fork force sensors can have a much higher quality factor \( Q \) than cantilevers. The high \( Q \) factor in combination with a stable small oscillation amplitude operation makes tuning fork force sensors very sensitive to atomic scale forces, without compromising the STM operation of the microscope [13, 14]. A further advantage of these microscopes is that they can be implemented under extreme environments, such as ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), low temperatures and high magnetic fields, making them a versatile tool for studying the electronic and mechanical properties of surfaces in detail. In these combined microscopes the tip material has to be chosen carefully in order to ensure an optimal operation in both STM and AFM schemes. Although platinum/iridium (PtIr) and tungsten (W) are the most commonly used STM tips, their use in tuning fork combined STM/AFMs can strongly modify the tuning fork dynamics, degrading the \( Q \) factor and the force sensitivity of the tuning fork sensor [15–18]. It is, therefore, desirable...
that tips have a low impact on the tuning fork dynamics whilst keeping a high electrical conductance. Carbon-based tips [19–25] are promising tips for combined STM/AFMs, due to their electrical and mechanical properties. The capability of chemically modifying the tip surface [26] may open up new possibilities to study molecular electronic devices or biofunctionalized surfaces. The most extended carbon-based tips are carbon nanotube tips [21–23, 27–30] and electron beam deposited amorphous carbon tips [24, 25]. These tips have, however, not been widely used in combined STM/AFMs, possibly due to the need for specialized tools for their fabrication and testing [21]. Carbon fibre tips, whilst sharing many of the remarkable mechanical, electrical and chemical properties of other carbon-based tips, are easy to fabricate and handle. This makes them promising candidates for use in a combined STM/AFM.

Here we fabricate carbon fibre tips for use in such a combined tuning fork STM/AFM. We have developed a procedure for electrochemically etching carbon fibre tips to increase their aspect ratio and to achieve better spatial resolution in STM/AFM images. The STM and AFM imaging capabilities of carbon fibre tips have been tested using a home-built combined tuning fork STM/AFM. Interestingly, these tips have been found to be quite robust against occasional tip crashes, maintaining high lateral resolution images even after several such events.

2. Properties of carbon fibre tips

For simultaneous tunnelling current and force measurements the tip should meet specific requirements for both its electrical conductance and mechanical properties. For STM operation a tip with high resistance to oxidation and a high electrical conductance is desirable. The use of carbon fibre tips is therefore motivated by their high oxidation resistance [20, 31]. Indeed our carbon fibre tips have been used in air for several weeks without significant degradation in their STM operation. We have measured the electrical resistivity $\rho$ of the carbon fibres used in this work (4 $\rho = (1.3 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{-5} \, \Omega \cdot m$) and for typical tip dimensions the series resistance is 50 $\Omega$.

With a conventional STM tip (PtIr or W) attached to one of the prongs of a tuning fork force sensor, the $Q$ factor and force sensitivity of the AFM lowers due to the imbalance between tuning fork prongs [15–18], thus changing the tuning fork dynamics. This effect can be minimized by using low mass, rigid tips. Carbon fibre tips can be very lightweight because of the combination of their low density $\rho$ (around 1.6 g cm$^{-3}$) and small fibre diameters (between 5 and 10 $\mu$m). On the other hand PtIr or W tips are more dense, their density being around 19 g cm$^{-3}$ with wire diameters typically in the region of 10–50 $\mu$m. Figure 1 shows how the $Q$ factor of a tuning fork loaded with a carbon fibre tip is only 2% lower than that of a tipless tuning fork. The reduction in the $Q$ factor is about 40% with a PtIr tip attached similar to those used in [32, 33].

3. Electrochemical etching

Although in STM the use of mechanically fabricated tips (by simply cutting a metallic wire) is rather common, the AFM is less sensitive to external mechanical perturbations. A high ratio between Young’s modulus and the density of the tip’s material guarantees a high resonance frequency of the tip. Carbon fibre tips meet these requirements due to their high Young’s modulus (between 200 and 800 GPa depending on the fibre used) and their low density. We have measured Young’s modulus $E$ of our carbon fibre tips ($E = 280 \pm 20$ GPa). To determine Young’s modulus we fabricate carbon fibre cantilevers and measure the change in resonance frequency when small test masses are attached at their free ends. Then we fit the resulting dependence to the one expected for cylindrical cross-section cantilevers. Another important characteristic of the tips used in combined STM/AFMs is their mechanical resistance to crashes with the surface. In order to get tips as durable as possible, tip materials with high yield strength have to be considered. These materials are capable of withstanding large strains without suffering plastic deformation, recovering their original shape when the stress is removed. The yield strength of carbon fibres is around 4 GPa while for PtIr or W it is about 0.5 GPa, making carbon fibre tips better candidates for durable tips. Furthermore, in most available carbon fibres the yield point and the rupture occur at the same strain, which means that the deformation is elastic up to rupture [34, 35].

In addition we find that carbon fibres are easier to handle than thin metallic wires due to their straightness over lengths in the range of centimetres; metallic wires tend to curl.

4 PAN-based carbon fibre manufactured by Hercules inc.: Reference: AS4-12K. Single fibres can be easily extracted from the carbon fibre rope provided by the manufacturer.

5 Protruding length $\leq 150 \mu$m and 7 $\mu$m in diameter.

6 Tuning forks manufactured by Rakon. Reference: XTAL002997.
resolution strongly depends on the tip sharpness because of the presence of long range interactions between the tip and the sample. In this work we have developed an electrochemical procedure to etch carbon fibre tips.

The setup used to electrochemically etch the carbon fibres is very similar to the one used to etch metallic tips. A 5–10 mm long fibre is extracted from the fibre rope. One end of the fibre is immersed a few microns into a drop of 4M KOH solution suspended in a 4 mm inner diameter gold ring. A voltage bias difference of 5–6 V is applied between the unimmersed fibre end and the gold ring, which is grounded. The etching takes place over a period of tens of seconds until the fibre breaks, opening the electrical circuit and stopping the etching. Afterwards the fibre is rinsed with distilled water. Reproducible tips with sub-100-nm apex radius can be obtained following this procedure, as shown in figure 2. A three axis micrometre manipulator and a stereoscopic microscope are used to mount and glue the tip overhanging from the free end of one of the tuning fork prongs. The rest of the fibre can be easily cleaved, after the glue is cured, by bending until fracture. We use silver conductive epoxy to electrically connect the carbon fibre to one of the quartz tuning fork electrodes, which is used as the STM voltage bias. In this way only one extra electrical connection is needed to implement a tuning fork sensor on an STM.

4. Experimental results

In the following we will characterize the behaviour of these carbon-fibre-based tips for combined STM/AFM operation with a home-built microscope [32]. First a gold (111) surface was studied to characterize the capabilities of simultaneous STM/AFM operation, tunnelling spectroscopy and electrostatic force microscopy in order to probe their operation in STM and AFM modes. Afterwards the lateral resolution achieved in STM and AFM modes was studied using several samples. All the measurements were carried out in an air environment.

4.1. STM/AFM capabilities

We have studied the interaction force between a carbon fibre tip and a Au(111) surface when the tip is approached to the surface until reaching the tunnelling regime. A frequency modulation mode (FM AFM) has been used [36], in which the tuning fork is driven at its resonance frequency using a phase locked loop (PLL). An attractive (repulsive) force gradient acting between tip and sample produces a positive (negative) shift on the resonance frequency (top panel in figure 3). In the limit of a small oscillation amplitude the force gradient can be easily related to the frequency shift [15, 37] and the

![Figure 2. Scanning electron micrograph of a carbon fibre tip electrochemically etched following the procedure described above. The curvature radius of the tip apex is estimated to be 55 nm.](Image)

![Figure 3. Simultaneous measurement of the tuning fork frequency shift (top panel, left axis) and of the tunnel current (bottom panel, left axis) during the tip–sample approach. The small oscillation amplitude model ($A = 0.18\, \text{nm}_{\text{rms}}$) is appropriate because the force decay length ($\sim 2\, \text{nm}$) is much larger than the tip oscillation amplitude (0.18 nm RMS). (Top panel, right axis) Force versus distance curve. (Bottom panel, right axis) Change in the $Q$ factor of the tuning fork also measured simultaneously. (Bottom panel inset) Detail of the tunnel current versus distance. Parameters: $k_{\text{prong}} \sim 12,000 \, \text{N m}^{-1}$; $f_0 = 31,775 \, \text{Hz}$; $Q = 8295$; $A = 0.18 \, \text{nm}_{\text{rms}}$; $V_{\text{bias}} = 10 \, \text{mV}$. Notice that we have chosen as origin in the tip–sample distance axis the point where the integrated interaction force changes its sign.)
force versus distance curve can be obtained by integration. An oscillation amplitude of 0.2 nmRMS has been used in this measurement to guarantee the validity of the small oscillation amplitude limit. The time averaged tunnel current during the oscillation of the tip is measured simultaneously with the frequency shift (bottom panel in figure 3) [13, 38, 39]. We find that tunnel currents of up to 100 pA can be obtained while in the attractive force regime, that is in the non-contact regime. The tunnel current versus tip–sample distance shows an exponential dependence with two different decay constants (inset in figure 3). The tunnel barrier height φ deduced from the exponential dependence is 0.8 eV for the lower tunnelling currents. Notice that tunnel barrier height values lower than 1 eV are common in STM operation in air [40] and are attributed to the three-dimensional tunnelling through an interfacial layer of water present in the tunnel junction [41]. We observe a sudden drop of the barrier height from 0.8 to 0.03 eV, where the force changes sign, i.e. when the tip and the sample are in mechanical contact. This result is in good agreement with previous works which suggested a drastic lowering of the barrier height due to the surface deformation induced by the strong repulsive forces during the tip–sample contact [41, 42]. The electrical conduction in the repulsive regime has been attributed to tunnelling through an insulating barrier [41] formed by oxides or adsorbates on the surface when exposed to air. In this situation, when there is mechanical contact with the adsorbate layer, electrons can tunnel through the adsorbate barrier. We have also simultaneously measured the change of the Q factor of the tuning fork during the approach (bottom panel in figure 3). The Q factor falls by 40% before entering the tunnel regime, and can be attributed to several sources such as ohmic dissipation [43, 44] or force gradient induced imbalance of the tuning fork prongs [15–18].

4.2. Tunnelling spectroscopy capabilities

The electronic local density of states (LDOS) can be probed with an STM by means of the tunnelling spectroscopy technique, in which the tip–sample bias voltage dependence of the tunnel conductance is measured [45]. We have carried out spectroscopic measurements using a carbon fibre tip and a Au(111) surface. Figure 4 shows the average of 32 tunnel current versus bias voltage (I–V) curves (left axis). The average tunnel differential conductance versus bias voltage (dI/dV) has been obtained by numerical derivation of 32 I–V curves (right axis in figure 4). The parabolic shape of the dI/dV curve is very similar to the one obtained using metallic tips on a highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface [46].

4.3. Electrostatic force microscopy capabilities

If the AFM tip and the sample are both conductive materials the AFM can be employed to probe electrostatic forces. When the tip and sample are close enough they form a nanocapacitor. The electrostatic force gradient between the plates of this nanocapacitor depends quadratically on the bias voltage applied between them [47]. This force gradient reaches a minimum when the applied voltage counteracts the tip–sample work function difference (Φsample − Φtip), i.e. the contact potential difference VCPD. Figure 5 shows the frequency shift as a function of the bias voltage applied between the tip and a Au(111) surface. A VCPD of 150 mV is obtained from a quadratic fitting of the experimental data. This value is in agreement with the VCPD of 100–200 mV, previously reported in the literature for gold islands grown onto HOPG [47], and with the VCPD of 130 mV, measured with a gold tip onto an HOPG surface [48].

4.4. STM imaging

We have used a freshly cleaved surface of HOPG to probe the spatial resolution of carbon fibre tips in STM operation.
Figure 6 shows a constant height STM image of an atomically flat terrace of HOPG. The characteristic triangular (figure 6(a)) and honeycomb (figure 6(b)) lattices can be observed by adjusting the tip–sample distance. The observation of both lattices can be attributed to a different interaction of the surface graphite plane with consecutive planes [49, 50]. Due to the AB stacking of graphite there are two types of carbon atom sites, A and B. In the B-sites the carbon atoms are located over the centre of the hexagon of the underlying layer, while in the A-sites the carbon atoms are over another carbon atom of the layer below the surface. Carbon atoms in B-sites have a higher contribution to the tunnel current than the atoms in A-sites, which explains the triangular lattice observed in STM measurements (see figures 6(a) and (c)) [51]. Nevertheless tip–sample interactions can reduce the coupling of the surface layer with the layer underneath, in which case all atoms in the surface equally contribute to the tunnel current. In this situation both atoms of the lattice can be resolved (see the profile in figure 6(c)) and the honeycomb lattice can be measured by STM (figure 6(a)). Although atomic resolution images of HOPG surfaces had been achieved using other carbon-based tips [19, 20, 52], the observation of both the triangular and the honeycomb lattices using a carbon-based tip had not been reported.

4.5. AFM imaging

A 30 nm thick gold film thermally evaporated onto a silicon oxide substrate has been used to probe the lateral resolution and the stability of the combined STM/AFM microscope using electrochemically etched carbon fibre tips. We selected this sample because its highly corrugated grain structure cannot be resolved using a blunt tip. Figure 7(a) shows an AFM topography image of the Au thin film measured in the FM–AFM mode. Due to the absence of long range ordering in the morphology of the sample it is convenient to use the circularly averaged autocorrelation function \( g(r) \) [53], instead of the 2D Fourier transform, to statistically analyse the topographic data (figure 7(b)) as in previous studies of rough surfaces [53–55]. A mean value, for the radius of the gold grains, of 18 nm is obtained from the position of the first zero-crossing of \( g(r) \) [53, 54]. The mean distance between gold grains is 70 nm, determined from the position of the first maximum of \( g(r) \) [55]. Individual gold grains can be spatially resolved due to the sharpness and the high aspect ratio of the tip. Using the etching recipe introduced in section 3 we routinely obtain similar results in these samples. It is remarkable that even at room conditions our spatial resolution is compatible with the one obtained by Rychen et al [56], where 30 nm gold grains were resolved on a gold film evaporated on glass using a combined STM/AFM operating at low temperature \( T = 2.5 \) K with an electrochemically etched W tip. Note that at low temperature the tuning fork \( Q \) factor is much higher than at room conditions [57], thermal drift is less severe and the presence of contamination gases is reduced by the cryogenic vacuum.

4.6. Combined STM/AFM imaging

The same Au thin film was also imaged in dynamic STM mode [12, 33] (figure 8). In this technique the tip is oscillated with a small amplitude (0.3 nm RMS) and close enough to the surface to establish a tunnel current. The time averaged tunnel current is used as feedback signal to keep the tip–sample separation constant and thus to get the surface topology (figure 8(a)). Resolution in STM images is usually higher than in AFM because of the exponential dependence of the tunnel current with the tip–sample distance and because of the closer proximity between tip and sample during the STM operation. In figure 8(a) gold grains are better defined than in figure 7(a), making it possible to verify the values obtained...
Figure 7. (a) Frequency modulation AFM topography of a rough gold surface. Parameters: $k_{	ext{prong}} \sim 12,000 \, \text{N m}^{-1}$; $f_0 = 32,300 \, \text{Hz}$; $Q = 8980$; $\Delta f = 2 \, \text{Hz}$; $A = 0.28 \, \text{nm}_{\text{RMS}}$; $V_{\text{bias}} = 10 \, \text{mV}$. (b) Circularly averaged autocorrelation function $g(r)$ corresponding to the topography image in (a).

Figure 8. (a) Dynamic STM topography of a rough gold thin film. (b) Simultaneously measured resonance frequency shift. Parameters: $\langle \Delta f \rangle \sim 5 \, \text{Hz}$; $A = 0.31 \, \text{nm}_{\text{RMS}}$; $I = 1 \, \text{nA}$; $V_{\text{bias}} = 100 \, \text{mV}$. (c) Circularly averaged autocorrelation function $g(r)$ obtained from the topography in (a).

Figure 9. Frequency modulation AFM topography of HOPG monoatomic steps using an unetched carbon fibre tip. A profile across the dashed line is shown in the right panel. Parameters: $k_{	ext{prong}} \sim 12,000 \, \text{N m}^{-1}$; $f_0 = 32,450 \, \text{Hz}$; $Q = 9120$; $\Delta f = 2 \, \text{Hz}$; $A = 0.7 \, \text{nm}_{\text{RMS}}$.

In previous section for the mean radius of the gold grains and the mean distance between grains. The mean grain radius and mean grain distance obtained from the circularly averaged autocorrelation function in figure 8(c) are 19 nm and 65 nm respectively, which are compatible with the values obtained in previous section from the AFM topography of the same sample. Simultaneously the tuning fork frequency shift is measured (figure 8(b)) as in FM–AFM mode. In this way the tip–sample interaction can be studied during an STM scan. Although in constant current STM operation the tip–sample distance is kept constant, the frequency shift image shows contrast. The origin of this contrast is related to the different tip–sample distance dependence of the tunnel current and the frequency shift. The fact that the frequency shift is also sensitive to long range interactions suggests that there can be differences in the force gradient for rough surfaces even if the tunnelling distance is kept constant. While the quantitative relation between tunnelling current and force gradient is highly interesting [13], it would require an additional detailed analysis.

4.7. Unetched tips behaviour

As shown in section 3 the long range interactions between tip and sample necessitate the use of sharpened tips to ensure high spatial resolution in AFM mode. Surprisingly we have found that even unetched carbon fibre tips (simply cut with scissors) operate in a reproducible way in STM and AFM modes. Due to the negligible presence of plastic deformations in carbon fibres, they are elastically deformed until rupture by the action of the scissors. This process can produce very sharp asperities which can be used as tips in combined STM/AFM measurements. High spatial resolution, without tip artefacts, can be achieved using unetched tips when atomically flat surfaces are imaged. Figure 9 shows an example of an AFM topography image of...
carbon fibre (PtIr) tip. Nevertheless, better spatial resolution can be achieved on rough surfaces with electrochemically etched tips.

Unetched carbon fibre tips have in addition a high mechanical resistance to occasional tip crashes. Figure 10 (top) shows the AFM topography of a titanium/gold structure lithographed on silicon oxide before (left) and after (right) crashing a carbon fibre tip intentionally (200 Hz frequency shift). The same procedure has been carried out with an unetched PtIr tip for comparison (figure 10 bottom). This test has been repeated under the same conditions using more than 10 tips giving similar results to the ones shown in figure 10. The effect of the crash on image resolution is much stronger for the PtIr tip. This effect can be attributed to irreversible plastic deformation of the PtIr tip apex. On the other hand, the carbon fibre tip does not suffer such strong deformations, probably due to the high yield strength of the carbon fibre that prevents any plastic deformations. Etched carbon fibre tips are also very resistant to crashes, but the spatial resolution after a hard crash becomes similar to the one achieved when unetched carbon fibres are used, indicating a clean fracture of the tip apex. This observation is also in agreement with the absence of plastic deformations on carbon fibres. This characteristic makes carbon fibre tips very useful for tuning fork STM/AFMs designed to operate in low temperature or UHV environments in which changing the tip can be time consuming.

5. Conclusions

We have fabricated and characterized carbon fibre tips for their use in combined STM/AFMs based on quartz tuning fork force sensors. This is the first time that single carbon fibre tips have been used in scanning probe microscopy. We find that the use of carbon fibre tips results in a lower impact on the dynamics of quartz tuning fork sensors than conventional metallic tips, yielding a high Q factor and force sensitivity. Carbon fibre tips also exhibit higher resistance to occasional tip crashes than metallic tips, which are more prone to plastic deformations. In addition, carbon fibre tips have high electrical conductivity and oxidation resistance, which makes them very suitable for combined STM/AFM measurements, and may also open up new possibilities for studying local properties of surfaces with scanning probe techniques under extremely oxidative environments, measuring electric transport through carbon-based nanostructures and probing mechanical and electrical properties of molecules on surfaces. The chemical nature of the tip can play an important role in a broad range of experiments involving chemical bonding with carbon atoms of the tip, such as those related to biofunctionalization and single-molecule electronics. We present an electrochemical procedure to etch carbon fibre tips which produces sub-100-nm tip apex radius in a reproducible way, thus increasing the lateral resolution in AFM measurements. We conclude that carbon fibre tips mounted on quartz tuning fork force sensors can be reliably used in force and/or tunnel current versus distance measurements, electron tunnelling spectroscopy, electrostatic force microscopy, AFM, atomic resolution STM and simultaneous STM/AFM microscopy.
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